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In a world where it was previously thought that one owned all that was above and all that was below
his land, it seems as if Colorado is taking a big step to ensuring that this is no longer true. An
obscure Colorado law allows whole neighborhoods to be forced into leasing the minerals beneath
their properties as long as one person in the area consents.[i] This concept, known as forced pooling,
is instrumental in developing oil and gas resources in Denver’s rapidly growing suburbs.[ii] Forced
pooling gives oil and gas companies the right to drill under private property as long as there is a
“reasonable” offer made by the company to the mineral rights owners as well as if at least one
homeowner signs a lease.[iii] As some have said, “[r]esidents of the Wildgrass neighborhood own
their patches of paradise, but they don’t control what’s under them.”[iv] This, to say the least, has
generated some conflict.[v]
Colorado citizens affected by this obscure law are, unsurprisingly, not content.[vi] Many Colorado
landowners are frustrated and feel as if “the deck is stacked against them.”[vii] Most individuals
would be reluctant to comply with any law that considered solely the wishes of one single individual,
and this is especially true when the law at issue directly affects their homes, which to many citizens
represents much more than simple real estate.
In a country where democracy prevails and the rule is that the “majority wins,” Colorado seems to be
overstepping some boundaries. This is especially true since so many other states either completely
prohibit this type of forced pooling, or have very strict limits on it.[viii] For example, there are states
that require over 50% of owners in a drilling area to consent before other owners have to join.[ix]
Other states, including Kentucky, require an operator to have at least half of the mineral rights or
more in an area before seeking a forced pooling order.[x] Texas, which is the center of the nation’s oil
production, has strict limits on this practice, and Pennsylvania does not allow forced pooling at all,
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This is not a new topic of issue within the state of Colorado. Colorado courts have previously struck
down local bans on fracking.[xii] The Supreme Court of Colorado concluded that these fracking
bans “operationally conflict” with state law as well as “materially impede” the use of state power.[xiii]
This aids in concluding that the state does have an interest in ensuring that ultimate recovery of oil
and gas is maximized.[xiv] However, this interest has created a lot of tension between the State and
private property owners.[xv] This is especially true since Colorado’s population is rapidly growing,
meaning that more individuals are moving into suburbs, which are either already affected or will
eventually be affected by this fracking dilemma.[xvi]
It is important to recognize that the state does have a legitimate interest here, but where does one
draw a line? If private property rights are already being invaded, what’s next?
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Great article as our rights are being slowly taken away by government and we must be ever
watchful.
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